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S U M M A R Y
Our knowledge of the absolute S-wave velocities of the oceanic lithosphere is mainly based
on global surface wave tomography, local active seismic or compliance measurements using
oceanic infragravity waves. The results of tomography give a rather smooth picture of the
actual S-wave velocity structure and local measurements have limitations regarding the range
of elastic parameters or the geometry of the measurement. Here, we use the P-wave polarization
(apparent P-wave incidence angle) of teleseismic events to investigate the S-wave velocity
structure of the oceanic crust and the upper tens of kilometres of the mantle beneath single
stations. In this study, we present an up to our knowledge new relation of the apparent P-
wave incidence angle at the ocean bottom dependent on the half-space S-wave velocity. We
analyse the angle in different period ranges at ocean bottom stations (OBSs) to derive apparent
S-wave velocity profiles. These profiles are dependent on the S-wave velocity as well as on
the thickness of the layers in the subsurface. Consequently, their interpretation results in a set
of equally valid models. We analyse the apparent P-wave incidence angles of an OBS data
set which was collected in the Eastern Mid Atlantic. We are able to determine reasonable
S-wave-velocity-depth models by a three-step quantitative modelling after a manual data
quality control, although layer resonance sometimes influences the estimated apparent S-wave
velocities. The apparent S-wave velocity profiles are well explained by an oceanic PREM
model in which the upper part is replaced by four layers consisting of a water column, a
sediment, a crust and a layer representing the uppermost mantle. The obtained sediment has
a thickness between 0.3 and 0.9 km with S-wave velocities between 0.7 and 1.4 km s−1. The
estimated total crustal thickness varies between 4 and 10 km with S-wave velocities between
3.5 and 4.3 km s−1. We find a slight increase of the total crustal thickness from ∼5 to ∼8 km
towards the South in the direction of a major plate boundary, the Gloria Fault. The observed
crustal thickening can be related with the known dominant compression in the vicinity of
the fault. Furthermore, the resulting mantle S-wave velocities decrease from values around
5.5 to 4.5 km s−1 towards the fault. This decrease is probably caused by serpentinization
and indicates that the oceanic transform fault affects a broad region in the uppermost mantle.
Conclusively, the presented method is useful for the estimation of the local S-wave velocity
structure beneath ocean bottom seismic stations. It is easy to implement and consists of two
main steps: (1) measurement of apparent P-wave incidence angles in different period ranges
for real and synthetic data, and (2) comparison of the determined apparent S-wave velocities
for real and synthetic data to estimate S-wave velocity-depth models.

Key words: Time-series analysis; Body waves; Theoretical seismology; Oceanic transform
and fracture zone processes.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The polarization angle of the particle motion (apparent incidence
angle ϕ p) of an incoming P (compressional) wave at the free surface

or the solid-liquid interface is the result of a superposition of the
displacements of the incident P wave and the reflected P wave and S
(shear) wave. The measured polarization of the P wave (i.e. apparent
P-wave incidence angle ϕ p) therefore differs from the real incidence
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angle ϕp1 of the incident P wave (Fig. 1). Wiechert (1907) showed
that for the case of the free surface, the apparent P-wave incidence
angle ϕ p is twice the angle of the reflected SV wave (vertically
polarized S wave, ϕs). The analytical determination of the apparent
P-wave incidence angle ϕ p is based on the reflection coefficients
at the corresponding interface (i.e. free surface or ocean bottom).
Due to the influence of the water column (WC), the relation of the
apparent P-wave incidence angle valid for the ocean bottom has to
differ from the free surface relation given by Wiechert (1907).

The apparent incidence angle can be interpreted in different ways.
Measurements of the apparent P-wave and S-wave incidence angles
were used by Nuttli & Whitmore (1961, 1962) to determine P-wave
velocities from P-waves with periods of 3–7 s and S waves with
periods in the order of 10 s. They found P-wave velocities over
7 km s−1. This result was interpreted by Phinney (1964) to be an
indicator that the polarization is dependent on the period range used
for the analysis and that for shorter periods lower velocities would be
obtained. Krüger (1994) used the P-wave polarization to study the
sedimentary structure at the Gräfenberg array in southern Germany
by analysing the steepening of the P wave onset in terms of the ratio
between P-wave and S-wave velocities. Whereas Svenningsen &
Jacobsen (2007) and Kieling et al. (2011) used a progressive low-
pass filtering of receiver functions (RFs) and the relation presented
by Wiechert (1907) to perform an inversion for an S-wave velocity-
depth model.

Usually, the P-wave polarization angle is determined by the mea-
surement of the particle motion on the vertical (Z) and radial (R)
component of a seismogram (Krüger 1994). This measurement
needs a careful time window selection and data preparation, because
it is influenced by the often complicated P-wave signal. Svenningsen
& Jacobsen (2007) proposed to use (Z, R) RFs instead of the raw
earthquake signal to avoid this complexity issue and to ease auto-
matic processing. The earthquake signal is deconvolved either in
time domain (Kind et al. 1995; Kieling et al. 2011) or frequency
domain (Ammon 1991). This procedure transforms the P-wave sig-
nal into a (band limited) spike like signal on the vertical and radial
component of the RF at t = 0. Thus, the apparent P-wave incidence
angle can be measured by determining the amplitudes of the spike
on the two components (Svenningsen & Jacobsen 2007).

Ocean bottom stations (OBSs) are sensors constructed for the
deployment on the ocean floor (Webb 1998; Dahm et al. 2006).
Often, OBS recordings have a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
suffer from high noise levels especially on the horizontal compo-
nents. This results in a small number of usable event recordings
for these sensors which usually operate for one year or less (Webb
1998). We increase the number of usable recordings by including
Pdiff (90◦–110◦ epicentral distance) and PKP (140◦–160◦) record-
ings besides P-wave recordings (30–90◦) in our analysis. Further-
more, we have to reconsider the apparent P-wave incidence angle
relation for the free surface presented by Wiechert (1907) for the
case of the ocean bottom, because the refracted P wave in the WC
has an influence on the reflection coefficients of the ocean bottom.
These coefficients are needed to calculate the displacements within
the ocean bottom. The coefficients for the reflection and refraction
at the interface between a solid and a liquid half-space were cal-
culated for specific model parameters by Knott (1899). Zoeppritz
(1919) presented an analytical calculation of the coefficients which
can also be found in some textbooks (e.g. Ben-Menahem &
Singh 1981). These Zoeppritz equations are also used in reflec-
tion seismic (e.g. Wang 1999b) or RF studies (Julià 2007; Kumar
et al. 2014; Kumar 2015) to analyse impedance contrasts at inter-
faces.

We use the reflection coefficients to obtain a new relation which
enables us to determine apparent (half-space) S-wave velocities
from P-wave polarization (apparent P-wave incidence angle) mea-
surements. We employ this relation together with a progressive
low-pass filtering analogue to Svenningsen & Jacobsen (2007) and
a quantitative modelling to obtain S-wave velocity-depth models.

1.1 Previous studies of oceanic S-wave velocity

The S-wave velocity structure of the oceanic crust and the upper
mantle has mainly been studied by global tomography of surface
waves (Romanowicz 2003; Laske et al. 2013) using land stations.
The results of those global studies are biased by the poor data cov-
erage in the oceans (Romanowicz 2003). Moreover, these studies
employ long wavelengths for their investigation and the resolution
of the gained models is therefore rather low (up to several degrees,
Romanowicz 2003; Laske et al. 2013). If phase velocities or group
velocities are used to determine S-wave velocity maps, several sta-
tions or arrays are needed and the obtained results reflect more the
average velocity between pairs of stations than single station’s esti-
mates (Weidle & Maupin 2008; Maupin 2011; Gao & Shen 2015).
Another approach to estimate the S-wave velocity structure of the
oceanic lithosphere is the seafloor compliance inversion (Yamamoto
& Torii 1986; Crawford et al. 1998; Webb 1998). This technique
analyses the ratio of seafloor displacement to pressure loading due to
infragravity waves in a very low frequency band (0.003 to 0.04 Hz,
Crawford et al. 1998). The usage of this technique is limited, be-
cause the displacement by ocean surface waves at deep water sites
is small and difficult to measure (Crawford et al. 1998; Webb 1998).

There have also been attempts to extract information about the
shallow S-wave velocity structure from active seismic data (e.g. up
to 300 m in Ritzwoller & Levshin (2002) and for the upper tens of
metres in Nguyen et al. (2009)). The success of these techniques is
directly related to the distance of the active source to the seafloor.
The closer the source is located to the seafloor the more acoustic
energy can be converted into S-wave energy (Ritzwoller & Levshin
2002). The inversion of these active data results in high resolution
S-wave velocity models, but it is limited to the upper hundreds of
metres beneath the seafloor. We therefore propose that by using
progressive low-pass filtering (∼0.05 to 2 Hz), the analysis of P-
wave polarization in terms of S-wave velocities will provide the
opportunity to resolve deeper (crustal) S-wave velocity structures
than active seismics and will give a better resolution of the crustal
S-wave velocity structures than compliance measurements.

First, we use the reflection coefficients provided by Zoeppritz
(1919) and Ben-Menahem & Singh (1981) to find a relation for the
apparent P wave incidence angle at the ocean bottom analogue to the
one presented by Wiechert (1907). Then, we describe the analysis
of the P-wave polarization by progressive low-pass filtering of (Z,
R) RF and the estimation of apparent S-wave velocities. We perform
several synthetic tests to investigate the resolution of the proposed
method. Finally, we apply the method to real OBS data from the
Eastern Mid Atlantic Ocean and perform a quantitative modelling
to determine sedimentary, crustal and mantle S-wave velocities and
the thickness of the sediments and the oceanic crust.

2 T H E O RY

Considering a seismometer which measures the displacement on the
seafloor, we define a local coordinate system with a vertical z-axis
pointing upward and a horizontal r-axis pointing in the horizontal
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1798 K. Hannemann et al.

Figure 1. Polarities of P-waves (red) and SV wave (blue) at the interface
between water column and ocean bottom. The incoming P-wave front is
represented as dashed red line. The particle motions of the single wave
types are shown as small black arrows. The normal of the zr-plane n̂ points
into the negative transverse direction. The ocean bottom has the P-wave
velocity vp1, the S-wave velocity vs and the density ρ1. The water column
has the P-wave velocity vp2 and the density ρ2. The displacements u and w

are measured at the seafloor to estimate the P-wave polarization (apparent
incidence angle, ϕ p).

propagation direction of the wave front (Fig. 1, dashed red line).
The z-axis is thus parallel to the vertical (Z) component of the
recorded seismogram and the r-axis is parallel to the radial (R)
component. The displacement u is measured along the r-axis and
the displacement w along the z-axis (Fig. 1). The tangent of the ratio
of those displacements is used to estimate the P-wave polarization
ϕ p (apparent incidence angle, Fig. 1 and Wiechert 1907):

tan ϕ p = u

w
. (1)

The displacements u and w result from the superposition of the
displacements of different elastic waves at the interface between
WC and ocean bottom (z = 0 in Fig. 1). The boundary conditions
for the displacement at the interface between a fluid with low vis-
cosity, for example, water and a solid are that the displacement
normal to the interface (i.e. w) must be continuous, whereas the
tangential components (i.e. u) can be discontinuous (Knott 1899;
Ben-Menahem & Singh 1981; Aki & Richards 2002). Assuming
the seismometer of an OBS measures the displacement of the ocean
bottom, we have to consider the amplitudes of the elastic waves in
the ocean bottom to obtain the P-wave polarization ϕ p at the ocean
floor.

In Fig. 1, the unit vectors describing the polarization direction
of the incident P-wave (k̂ p0), the reflected P-wave (k̂ p1) and the
reflected S-wave (k̂s × n̂) are presented.

k̂ p0 =

⎛
⎜⎝

sin ϕp1

0

cos ϕp1

⎞
⎟⎠ k̂ p1 =

⎛
⎜⎝

sin ϕp1

0

− cos ϕp1

⎞
⎟⎠ k̂s × n̂ =

⎛
⎜⎝

cos ϕs

0

sin ϕs

⎞
⎟⎠,

(2)

where ϕp1 and ϕs are the angles of the incident (and reflected) P
wave, and the reflected SV wave, respectively and n̂ denotes the
normal of the zr-plane. The reflection coefficient Ṕ P̀ is defined

as the amplitude ratio of the reflected P wave and the incident
P wave and the reflection coefficient Ṕ S̀ is the amplitude ratio of
the reflected SV wave and the incident P wave. Following Aki &
Richards (2002), we use an acute accent (e.g. Ṕ) to represent an
upcoming wave and a grave accent (e.g. P̀) to denote a down-going
wave. Considering the reflection coefficients and eq. (2), eq. (1) can
be written as:

tan ϕ p = (1 + Ṕ P̀) sin ϕp1 + Ṕ S̀ cos ϕs

(1 − Ṕ P̀) cos ϕp1 + Ṕ S̀ sin ϕs

. (3)

The numerator and the denominator of eq. (3) are analogue to
the displacements in r and z directions provided by Pilant (1979)
and Aki & Richards (2002) for the solid-solid case, and by Ben-
Menahem & Singh (1981) for the solid-liquid case. The signs of
cos ϕp1 and cos ϕs are negative in Pilant (1979) and Ben-Menahem
& Singh (1981) in which the z axis is defined downward instead of
upward as in the seismometer based definition used here (Fig. 1).

We calculated the coefficients Ṕ P̀ and Ṕ S̀ and compared them
to the coefficients published by Zoeppritz (1919):

Ṕ P̀ = 1 − f (1 − g)

1 + f (1 + g)
(4)

Ṕ S̀ =
4 vsρ1

vp2ρ2
sin ϕp1 cos ϕp2 cos (2ϕs)

1 + f (1 + g)
(5)

with: f = vp1ρ1

vp2ρ2

cos ϕp2 cos2 (2ϕs)

cos ϕp1
(6)

g =
(

vs

vp1

)2 sin
(
2ϕp1

)
tan (2ϕs)

cos (2ϕs)
. (7)

They are similar besides that Zoeppritz (1919) provides eq. (4)
with a negative sign, because his definition of the polarization di-
rection of the reflected P wave (k̂ p1) is opposite to the definition
used here (positive in r and negative in z direction, Fig. 1). In eqs
(4)–(7), vp1, vs and ρ1 are the P-wave and S-wave velocity as well
as the density of the ocean bottom, and vp2 and ρ2 are the P-wave
velocity and the density of the WC. The coefficients in eqs (4) and
(5) are equivalent to the coefficients provided by Ben-Menahem &
Singh (1981) for the mantle-core reflection except for the polarity
of Ṕ S̀ which can be explained by the before mentioned differing
definition of the z axis.

We insert eqs (4)–(7) in eq. (3) and use Snell’s law

sin ϕp1

vp1
= sin ϕp2

vp2
= sin ϕs

vs
= p . . . horizontal slowness (8)

to obtain the relation for the apparent P-wave incidence angle at
the ocean bottom (see supplementary material for details of calcu-
lation):

tan ϕ p = tan (2ϕs) + ρ2

ρ1

tan ϕp2

cos (2ϕs)
. (9)

The new eq. (9) has two terms, the first term equals the well-
known relation for the free surface of a solid half-space (Wiechert
1907) and the second term describes the influence of the WC on the
apparent P-wave incidence angle.
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Oceanic lithospheric vs from the analysis of ϕ p 1799

Figure 2. Comparison of eq. (9) and Wiechert formula (ϕ p = 2ϕs ). The
theoretical apparent P-wave incidence angle ϕ p on the ocean floor if the P-
wave incidence angle ϕp1 is given are shown as solid lines. The ϕ p at the free
surface if ϕp1 is given are shown as dashed lines. The values for an oceanic
crust (OC: water layer/ crust, FC: free-surface/ crust, Table 1) are shown
in blue and the values for a sediment (OS: water layer/ sediment, FS: free-
surface/ sediment, Table 1) in red. The measured apparent P-wave incidence
angles from synthetic seismograms (QSEIS) are presented as circles for the
OC model (blue) and the OS model (red).

Using Snell’s law (eq. 8), eq. (9) is re-written as function of the
horizontal slowness p (see supplementary material for details of
calculation):

tan ϕ p =
p

(
ρ2

v2
s

+ 2ρ1

√
1
v2

s
− p2

√
1

v2
p2

− p2

)

ρ1

√
1

v2
p2

− p2
(

1
v2

s
− 2p2

) . (10)

Eq. (10) shows that the apparent P-wave incidence angle ϕ p is
independent of the P-wave velocity vp1 of the ocean bottom. In
Fig. 2, we present a comparison between ϕ p for the ocean bottom
and the free surface. It becomes clear that the apparent P-wave
incidence angles differ especially for the water/sediment contrast.
Moreover, if apparent S-wave velocities are estimated at the ocean
bottom using the free surface relation, the obtained velocities will
be higher than the true values (compare eq. 10).

3 M E T H O D O L O G Y

The estimation of apparent P-wave incidence angles (ϕ p) can be
done by using hodographs of the P-wave particle motion (Krüger
1994). The P-wave train can be rather complex because of the
influence of the source time function and the source-to-receiver
wave propagation. The analysis of the particle motion therefore
requires a careful data preparation and time window selection. The
processing is eased by employing RFs for which the R component
is deconvolved with the Z component (Svenningsen & Jacobsen
2007). By this procedure, the P-wave signal turns into a zero-phase
(band-limited) spike which arrives at time t = 0 on the vertical (ZRF)
and radial (RRF) component. We perform the deconvolution in time
domain by using a Wiener filter (Kind et al. 1995; Kieling et al.
2011). The apparent P-wave incidence angle can be estimated by
measuring the amplitudes at t = 0 on ZRF and RRF (Svenningsen &
Jacobsen 2007). On RRF, additionally a series of P to S converted
signals become visible after the projection of the direct P spike
signal.

Table 1. Model parameters for standard values of water col-
umn (WC), sediment (SD), normal oceanic crust (NOC),
oceanic crust with 10 per cent reduced velocities and density
(ROC), normal mantle (NM) and mantle with 10 per cent
reduced velocities and density (RM). We give the P-wave
velocity vp, the S-wave velocity vs and the density ρ.

Medium vp [km s−1] vs [km s−1] ρ [g cm−3]

WC 1.500 0.000 1.000
SD 2.000 0.500 2.000

NOC 6.500 3.750 2.700
ROC 5.850 3.375 2.430
NM 8.120 4.510 3.340
RM 7.308 4.059 3.006

The seismic velocities obtained by analysing the P-wave polar-
ization (apparent P-wave incidence angle, ϕ p) are dependent on the
used period range (Haskell 1962; Phinney 1964). For longer peri-
ods (∼5–10 s), the obtained velocities are typical for the Earth’s
mantle (Nuttli & Whitmore 1961, 1962). If shorter periods are used
for the measurement of the P-wave polarization ϕ p , the estimated
velocities will be similar to crustal velocities (Phinney 1964; Sven-
ningsen & Jacobsen 2007). This behaviour can be used to obtain
velocity-depth profiles (Svenningsen & Jacobsen 2007). In order to
analyse the apparent P-wave incidence angles, we apply a set of dif-
ferent low pass filters to the (Z, R) RF before estimating the angles
(Svenningsen & Jacobsen 2007). We use Butterworth low-pass fil-
ters of second order which are applied forwards and backwards in
order to get zero phase filters (Scherbaum 2001). The corner pe-
riods of the filters are chosen to be logarithmically distributed as
suggested by Svenningsen & Jacobsen (2007).

The (Z, R) RFs are calculated and filtered with L low pass filters
for N events. After the filtering, the apparent P-wave incidence
angles ϕobs

p,n(Tl ) are measured for each corner period Tl at time t = 0
of the filtered (Z, R) RFs. A misfit function m can be formed which
compares the measured apparent P-wave incidence angles ϕobs

p,n(Tl )
for N different events with their calculated theoretical equivalent
ϕtheo

p using eq. (10) for each corner period Tl:

m(vs, ρ1, Tl ) = 1
N∑

n=1
wn

·
N∑

n=1

(|D (Tl , vs, ρ1, pn)| · wn) (11)

with

D (Tl , vs, ρ1, pn) = tan ϕobs
p,n(Tl ) − tan ϕtheo

p (vs, ρ1, pn) .

The weights wn are chosen based on data quality. Standard values
(Table 1) are used for the P-wave velocity vp2 and density ρ2 of the
WC to calculate the theoretical angle ϕtheo

p (eq. 10). The horizontal
slowness pn for each event n is calculated for global velocity models
(AK135, Kennett et al. 1995). The remaining unknowns in eq. (11)
are the S-wave velocity vs and the density ρ1 of the ocean bottom.
In the following section, we perform synthetic tests to analyse the
dependency of the apparent incidence angle on the S-wave velocity
vs and the density ρ1, as well as its behaviour in dependence on the
used corner period Tl for multilayered models.

4 S Y N T H E T I C T E S T S

In this section, we want to investigate typical structures of the ocean
bottom by calculating synthetic data for different oceanic layered
velocity models with a full wave field reflectivity method (QSEIS;
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Table 2. Model description for synthetic tests (regional
case). All models include a water column (WC) of 5.05 km
(layer 1). Layer thickness for sediment (SD), normal oceanic
crust (NOC) and normal mantle (NM) (for model parame-
ters, see Table 1). The source depth is given in kilometres
b.s.f.

Model Layer 2 Half-space Source depth
[km b.s.f.]

OC – NOC 100
OS – SD 100

N 7 km NOC NM 100

S100C 0.1 km SD NOC 100
S200C 0.2 km SD NOC 100
S300C 0.3 km SD NOC 100
S400C 0.4 km SD NOC 100
S600C 0.6 km SD NOC 100
S800C 0.8 km SD NOC 100

S1000C 1 km SD NOC 100

Table 3. Description of models at the receiver site for synthetic tests (tele-
seismic case). All models include a water column (WC) of 5.05 km (layer 1),
PREM below 155.05 km and continental PREM for the source site (Support-
ing Information Fig. S1). Layer thickness for normal oceanic crust (NOC),
oceanic crust with 10 per cent reduced velocities and density (ROC), normal
mantle (NM) and mantle with 10 per cent reduced velocities and density
(RM) (for model parameters, see Table 1).

Model Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5

CM-REF 7 km NOC 143 km NM – –
CI 1 km ROC 6 km NOC 143 km NM –

CII 3 km NOC 1 km ROC 3 km NOC 143 km NM
CIII 6 km NOC 1 km ROC 143 km NM –

MI-50 7 km NOC 50 km RM 93 km NM –
MII-50 7 km NOC 3 km NM 50 km RM 90 km NM

MIII-50 7 km NOC 13 km NM 50 km RM 80 km NM
MIV-50 7 km NOC 23 km NM 50 km RM 70 km NM
MV-50 7 km NOC 43 km NM 50 km RM 50 km NM

MVI-50 7 km NOC 93 km NM 50 km RM –
MIV-1 7 km NOC 23 km NM 1 km RM 119 km NM
MIV-5 7 km NOC 23 km NM 5 km RM 115 km NM

MIV-10 7 km NOC 23 km NM 10 km RM 110 km NM
MIV-20 7 km NOC 23 km NM 20 km RM 100 km NM

MIV-100 7 km NOC 23 km NM 100 km RM 20 km NM

Wang 1999a) using the model parameters listed in Table 1. We use a
normalized squared half-sinus function with a length of 0.5 s which
has a flat spectra below 2 Hz as source time function. The reflectivity
method is not able to model a liquid layer with an S-wave velocity
vs = 0 km s−1, instead we use a very soft solid layer for which the
P- to S-wave velocity ratio is 1000 as suggested by Müller (1985).
The sensor depth is chosen to be 1 m below seafloor (b.s.f.).

In order to save computation time and to obtain high-frequency
synthetic data, we first simulate deep regional events (100 km depth)
instead of teleseismic global events. The models for the regional
case are listed in Table 2. In a first step, we test the accuracy of
QSEIS against the theoretical expression in eq. (10) using two half-
space models. Afterwards, we add one layer to investigate the depth
resolution of the proposed method. In a third step, we simulate
teleseismic global events with a low sampling frequency (8 Hz) to
investigate the influence of water depth and a low velocity layer
(LVL; Table 3). For the synthetic tests in this section, we set all
weights (wn in eq. 11) to one.

4.1 Half-space S-wave velocity

The first deep regional source models (model OC and OS, Table 2)
consist of one layer over a half-space. Model OC includes a WC
(Table 1) and a normal oceanic crust (NOC, Table 1) half-space,
and model OS a WC and a sediment (SD, Table 1) half-space. An
explosion source is located at 100 km b.s.f. and the receivers are
placed in 5 to 100 km epicentral distance with 5 km inter-station
spacing. This setting corresponds to slowness values of 0.9 s/◦ to
12.1 s/◦ for the OC model and 2.8 s/◦ to 39.3 s/◦ for the OS model,
respectively. The sampling rate is 100 Hz.

The apparent P-wave incidence angles ϕobs
p,n are determined by

measuring the polarization for the P wave of each synthetic event
within a 1 s time window for unfiltered data on the Z and R com-
ponents (circles in Fig. 2). By directly comparing, we find a good
agreement between measured and theoretical angles for the OC
model (solid blue line and blue circles in Fig. 2) and the OS model
(solid red line and red circles in Fig. 2). This shows that the apparent
P-wave incidence angles obtained from synthetic data (QSEIS) are
similar to the values estimated with our theoretical expression in
eq. (10).

Furthermore, we test the dependency of the misfit m(vs, ρ1)
(eq. 11) on the S-wave velocity vs and the density ρ1 by using the
measured apparent P-wave incidence angles of the OC model.

The misfit is calculated based on a grid search over S-wave ve-
locity vs (0.1–9.0 km s−1 in 0.1 km s−1 steps) and density ρ1 (1.0-
6.0 g cm−3 in 0.1 g cm−3 steps). The result shows that the depen-
dency of the misfit function m(vs, ρ1) and therefore of the apparent
P-wave incidence angle on the S-wave velocity vs is much stronger
than on the density ρ1 (Fig. 3). By searching for the minimum in
the misfit for each tested density value ρ1, an S-wave velocity range
(black dashed lines in Fig. 3) is determined, for which a median
(red line in Fig. 3) is estimated. In the presented case, the median
of the apparent S-wave velocity vs,app is 3.8 km s−1 and its range is
3.4–3.9 km s−1. If we do not put any constrains on the density for
a grid search with a S-wave velocity step size of 0.1 km s−1, the

Figure 3. Misfit function m(vs, ρ1) calculated by eq. (11) is shown as blue
contours over S-wave velocity vs and density ρ1 of the ocean bottom for the
OC model with WC over NOC. The range in the apparent S-wave velocity
vs,app estimated by the minimum of the misfit for each tested density is
indicated by black dashed lines. The median of the apparent S-wave velocity
vs,app for all tested densities is shown in red. The relation ρ1(vs) is presented
in green and the estimated vs,app for the root search is depicted as red circle.
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Oceanic lithospheric vs from the analysis of ϕ p 1801

obtained median vs,app=3.8 km s−1 is a good estimate of the S-wave
velocity used in the model (vs = 3.75 km s−1).

Instead of a grid search, we can perform a root search to estimate
vs,app by assuming a relation between the density ρ1 and the S-wave
velocity vs. There are well known empirically derived relations
between the density ρx and the P-wave velocity vpx (Brocher 2005,
eq. 12), for vpx in km s−1 and ρx in g cm−3).

ρx = 1.6612 · vpx − 0.4721 · v2
px + 0.0671 · v3

px

− 0.0043 · v4
px + 0.000106 · v5

px . (12)

To obtain ρ1(vs), we have to assume vp(vs). For S-wave velocities
up to 2.5 km s−1, the mud-rock line (vp = 1.16 · vs + 1.36, Castagna
et al. 1985) serves quite well. For larger S-wave velocities, a constant
vp/vs ratio could be assumed (vp/vs = √

3 for 2.5 km s−1 < vs

≤ 4.0 km s−1 and vp/vs = 1.8 for vs > 4.0 km s−1). By using
the assumed relation ρ1(vs) (green line in Fig. 3) in eq. (11), the
minimum misfit m(vs, ρ1(vs)) for the OC model is estimated at vs,app

= 3.76 km s−1 (red circle in Fig. 3) for an S-wave velocity step size
of 0.005 km s−1. This velocity is in good agreement with the used
model parameter (vs = 3.75 km s−1) and similar to the median vs,app

obtained by the grid search with a coarser step size.
In conclusion, the weak dependency of the misfit function m(vs,

ρ1) (i.e. the apparent P-wave incidence angle) on the density shows
that we could hardly resolve densities with the presented method.
We therefore will neglect the weak influence of the density in the
further processing.

In the next section, we analyse the behaviour of vs,app with the
period Tl for a layered model and compare the results obtained by
estimating the median vs,app with the grid search and by determining
vs,app using the root search. Both approaches have proved to give
good estimates of the true half-space S-wave velocity.

4.2 Depth resolution

We use several synthetic models to test the depth resolution of the
method. All models presented in Figs 4 and 5 include a 5.05 km
thick WC which is given by CRUST 1.0 for the area of the OBS de-
ployment (Supporting Information Fig. S1; Laske et al. 2013). The
angles in Table 4 give the direction the ray travels within the half-
space and are measured towards the normal of the layer interface
(i.e. against vertical). The associated slowness values are also given
in Table 4. The vertical component of the synthetic data (100 Hz) is
used to create a Wiener filter, choosing a 5 s time window starting at
the P onset. The filter is used to deconvolve the vertical and radial
components in order to estimate (Z, R) RF for the analysis. The
RF are filtered with a set of low pass filters with L corner periods
Tl which are logarithmically distributed (0.5 s to 64 s, 8 filters per
octave). The apparent P-wave incidence angles are estimated from
the amplitudes on ZRF and RRF at time t = 0 (relative to deconvolved
P spike on ZRF).

We test model N which consists of 7 km NOC (Table 1) over
a normal mantle (NM, Table 1) half-space b.s.f. We obtain m(vs,
ρ1, Tl) and m(vs, ρ1(vs), Tl) for the estimated apparent P-wave
incidence angles and different periods Tl. The minima of misfit
m(vs, ρ1, Tl) are determined for each density ρ1. We obtain the
median vs,app for each period Tl and estimate the roots of m(vs,
ρ1(vs), Tl) to get the vs,app profiles (black and grey solid line in
Fig. 4). To show the variability of the results for slowness values
typical for P and Pdiff (4–9 s/◦, ∼30◦–110◦ epicentral distance) and
PKPdf (1–2 s/◦, ∼140◦–160◦ epicentral distance), we included the
median vs,app profiles for synthetic event 1 (1.19 s/◦, dashed yellow

Figure 4. Synthetic test for model N (7 km NOC over NM half-space below
seafloor, Tables 1 and 2). The S-wave velocities used in the model are marked
by dashed light grey lines. The median vs,app profiles obtained for synthetic
event 1 (dashed yellow, Table 4), synthetic event 4 (dash-dot red, Table 4)
and synthetic event 8 (dashed red, Table 4) are shown. The median vs,app

profile obtained from the total misfit function of all events (grid search,
eq. 11) is shown in black. The vs,app profile estimated using the root search
is presented in grey.

Figure 5. Synthetic tests for two layers (including WC and SD) over NOC
half-space. Detailed model description can be found in Table 2 and used
parameters in Table 1. Left panel shows used velocity models for depth
below seafloor (b.s.f.). Right panel shows estimated vs,app profiles with
corner period T.

line in Fig. 4), synthetic event 4 (4.68 s/◦, dash-dot red line in Fig. 4)
and synthetic event 8 (8.80 s/◦, dashed red line in Fig. 4).

The vs,app profiles obtained by the grid search and the root search
agree very well. The only difference is the smoother appearance of
the root search profile due to the smaller step size in vs (0.005 km s−1

compared to 0.1 km s−1). Besides this, the overall appearance of
both profiles is identical.
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1802 K. Hannemann et al.

Table 4. Take-off angles and slowness values used for mod-
els in Table 2 (regional case). The values are given for a
half-space consisting of either normal oceanic crust (NOC)
or normal mantle (NM).

Take-off Slowness [s ◦−1
]

Event angle NOC NM

1 5 1.49 1.19
2 10 2.97 2.38
3 15 4.43 3.54
4 20 5.85 4.68
5 25 7.23 5.79
6 30 8.55 6.85
7 35 9.81 7.85
8 40 11.00 8.80
9 45 12.10 9.68

The vs,app profiles show the velocity of the upper layer for periods
up to ∼2 s. For this period range, all obtained vs,app profiles agree
very well. The kinks of the profiles at which they start to diverge
from the S-wave velocity of the upper layer are approximately at
2 · tPs which is twice the delay time of the Ps conversion for a
slowness of 6.36 s/◦ (Fig. 4). For longer periods, the vs,app profiles
of model N bump (’overshoot’) before they converge towards the
velocity of the half-space (Fig. 4). This effect was also described by
Svenningsen & Jacobsen (2007) and was interpreted to be related to
the effect of crustal multiples on the filtered RFs for longer periods.
Furthermore, we find that for smaller slowness values (e.g. 1.19 s/◦,
dashed yellow line in Fig. 4) the bump in the vs,app is larger than
for larger slowness values (e.g. 8.80 s/◦, dashed red line in Fig. 4),
but the profile with the smaller slowness value converges faster
towards the half-space S-wave velocity. This effect can be explained
by shorter delay times of crustal multiples for smaller slowness
values.

Due to the agreement of the vs,app profiles obtained by grid search
and root search, we decide to present only the vs,app profiles obtained
by the root search for the following comparison of the different
tested models for a better visibility of the behaviour of the different

profiles. In Fig. 5, we show the results for a test of the influence
of the upper solid layer thickness on the appearance of the vs,app

profiles. The models named S100C to S1000C consist of a WC and
a sediment (SD) layer of thickness 100 m to 1000 m over an NOC
half-space (Tables 1 and 2). The effect of ’overshooting’, described
for model N in Fig. 4, is also visible for the SD-NOC models. The
bump in the vs,app profile is shifted to longer periods for thicker
layers, and also increases in velocity for larger thicknesses (Fig. 5).
For S100C, the profile reaches a velocity of 4.13 km s−1, whereas
for model S1000C, the maximum velocity lies at 5.365 km s−1

(Fig. 5).
In conclusion, the overall appearance of the vs,app profiles for

a model with a solid layer over half-space b.s.f. is determined
by the S-wave velocity of the upper solid layer for short periods
and the S-wave velocity of the half-space for longer periods. The
thicker the upper solid layer the longer the period and the larger the
maximum vs,app of the ’overshooting’ bump in the vs,app profile get.

4.3 Influence of water depth

For the teleseismic tests presented in Figs 6 and 7, we take advan-
tage of the ability of QSEIS to use different source and receiver site
models to calculate synthetic body waves for teleseismic distances.
We choose continental PREM (Supporting Information Fig. S1;
Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) on the source site and utilize dif-
ferent receiver site models for depths above 155.05 km (Table 3).
We choose a double couple with a dip of 45◦, a rake of 90◦ and a
strike of 0◦ at 15 km depth as source. The source is located at a back
azimuth of 69◦ in a distance of 47.6◦ (p = 7.78 s/◦) which corre-
sponds to the values for event #4 of the analysed real data (Table 5).
The synthetic data are sampled with 8 Hz in order to minimize
computation time. For the calculation of (Z, R) RF, we employ a
Wiener filter which is estimated by using the vertical component of
the synthetic seismograms and a 80 s time window starting at the
P onset.

We create a reference model (CM-REF, Table 3) with a 5.05 km
thick WC, a 7 km thick NOC and an NM layer on the receiver site

Figure 6. (a) Estimated vs,app profiles with corner period T for synthetic tests for two layers (including WC) over oceanic PREM. Each model contains a 7 km
thick layer of NOC and an NM up to a depth of 155.05 km. The water depth varies from 0.55 to 7.05 km. (b) Example RF for water depths 1.05, 5.05 and
7.05 km. The arrival times of the water multiples for each corresponding water depth are indicated by blue lines.
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Oceanic lithospheric vs from the analysis of ϕ p 1803

Figure 7. Synthetic test for three to five layers (including WC) over PREM. Detailed model description can be found in Table 3 and used parameters in Table 1.
Left column shows used velocity models with depth below seafloor (b.s.f.). Right column shows estimated vs,app profiles with corner period T for models in left
panel. S-wave velocity of NOC and NM used for forward calculation are given by dashed lines. The velocity of the LVL introduced in the model is indicated
by a dotted line. (a) Models and vs,app profiles for a 1 km thick LVL at different depths in the crust. (b) Models and vs,app profiles for a 50 km thick LVL at
different depths in the mantle. (c) Models and vs,app profiles for an LVL with different thickness at a depth of 30 km b.s.f. in the mantle.

Table 5. Events used for the P-wave polarization analysis, origin time, hypocentre location and moment magnitude Mw from
the NEIC catalogue (earthquake.usgs.gov), � is the epicentral distance and p is the horizontal slowness as calculated from
the AK135 traveltime tables (rses.anu.edu.au/seismology/ak135).

# Origin time
Lat. Lon. Depth Mw p �

[dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm:ss] [◦] [◦] [km] [s ◦−1
] [◦]

1 24.08.2011 17:46:11 −7.64 −74.53 147.0 7.0 6.14 59.0
2 02.09.2011 10:55:53 52.17 −171.71 32.0 6.9 4.85 86.9
3 02.09.2011 13:47:09 −28.40 −63.03 578.9 6.7 5.32 78.5
4 23.10.2011 10:41:23 38.72 43.51 18.0 7.1 7.78 47.6
5 22.11.2011 18:48:16 −15.36 −65.09 549.9 6.6 6.00 69.1
6 27.12.2011 15:21:56 51.84 95.91 15.0 6.6 5.90 73.5
7 26.02.2012 06:17:19 51.71 95.99 12.0 6.7 5.88 73.6
8 20.03.2012 18:02:47 16.49 −98.23 20.0 7.4 5.98 72.1
9 11.04.2012 08:38:36 2.33 93.06 20.0 8.6 4.44 105.2
10 11.04.2012 22:55:10 18.23 −102.69 20.0 6.5 5.81 74.6
11 17.04.2012 07:13:49 −5.46 147.12 198.0 6.8 1.77 144.7
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for the comparison of the estimated vs,app profiles of the models
with varied water depth and those including an LVL in either crust
or mantle. The reference model is depicted with a solid blue line in
Figs 6(a) and 7.

Fig. 6 shows the influence of the water depth on the appearance
of the S-wave velocity profiles. For this test, we create receiver site
models including a WC with a thickness from 0.55 to 7.05 km. The
models consist of a 7 km thick NOC and a NM (Table 1) which
extends to a total depth of 155.05 km where PREM takes over. It is
visible that the overall appearance of the profiles is similar (Fig. 6a).
All profiles have velocities similar to the NOC for periods shorter
than 2 s. For longer periods, all profiles show a bump in velocity.
The maximum in velocity is similar or larger than the velocity of
the NM and increases for larger water depth. The decrease of vs,app

below NM velocities at longer periods is probably related to the
additional (long period) phases present in the global case (e.g. W
phase, Kanamori 1993) and/or the possible incomplete deconvolu-
tion of the P wave signal at these periods which depends on the
Wiener filter parameters (Supporting Information Fig. S3).

The behaviour of the profiles can be explained by the influence
of the water multiples which is directly related to their traveltimes.
The thinner the water layer the more water multiples arrive in a
shorter time window, for example, for 0.55 km the traveltime of
a water multiple is ∼0.73 s and for 7.05 km ∼9.4 s (vp, WC =
1.5 km s−1 and p = 7.78 s/◦, Fig. 6b). The more water multiples
arrive in a shorter time window the more the signal of the direct
P-wave gets distorted and this has a direct influence on the Wiener
filter estimation for the deconvolution. This is visible in Fig. 6(b)
in which the RF for water depths of 5.05 km and 7.05 km show a
series of regular spaced positive and negative spikes on ZRF which
are expected if the direct P-wave is properly deconvolved. For a
water depth of 1.05 km, no such spike series is observed.

Nevertheless, the water depth has only a minor influence on the
appearance of the vs,app profiles at least for the deep ocean, but a
removal of the water multiples (Osen et al. 1999; Thorwart & Dahm
2005) before deconvolution might be useful for shallow water depths
to prevent influences by wave form distortions.

4.4 Influence of LVL

We test the ability of our method to detect a LVL in different
depths in either crust or mantle (Fig. 7). All models have again
a 5.05 km thick WC as is given by CRUST 1.0 for the area of the
deployment (Supporting Information Fig. S1; Laske et al. 2013).
The first three models in Fig. 7(a) (CI, CII, CIII, Table 3) con-
sist of a normal oceanic crust (NOC) with a 1 km thick layer of
10 per cent reduced crustal velocities and density (ROC) in three
different depths below seafloor (0, 3 and 6 km), and a normal man-
tle (NM) above PREM. In Fig. 7(a), the estimated vs,app profiles
of the three models are quite similar in appearance. For model CI
(orange profile in Fig. 7a), we find lower velocities for the shorter
periods (<0.8 s) compared to the reference model CM-REF (blue
profile in Fig. 7a). Model CII (yellow profile in Fig. 7a) has lower
velocities from ∼0.7 to ∼2 s compared to the reference model. This
appearance might also be explained with a model consisting of two
solid layers over PREM b.s.f. with a lower crustal velocity than the
reference model CM-REF. The last model CIII (purple profile in
Fig. 7a) shows nearly the same appearance as the reference model
CM-REF.

The next six receiver site models (MI-50, MII-50, MIII-50, MIV-
50, MV-50, MVI-50, Table 3 and Fig. 7b) consist of an NOC and

an NM with a 50 km thick layer of 10 per cent reduced mantle
velocities and density (RM) in six different depths below seafloor
(7, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 km). In Fig. 7(b), all profiles show a
velocity of ∼3.75 km s−1 for periods shorter than ∼2 s which cor-
responds very well to the S-wave velocity of the NOC. The vs,app

profiles for model MI-50 and MII-50 (orange and yellow profile)
significantly differ from the reference model (blue profile) for longer
periods (>2 s). Both profiles show a bump in velocity, which has a
maximum velocity similar to the S-wave velocity of the RM. Nei-
ther the profile of MI-50 nor MII-50 show velocities comparable to
the NM S-wave velocity. The profile of model MII-50 behaves in
a similar way like the profile of the model MI-50. This indicates
that the 3 km thick layer of NM in model MII-50 has only small
influence on the appearance of the estimated vs,app profile. The max-
imum velocity of the model MII-50 is slightly increased compared
to the MI-50 profile. This effect might also be explained with a
model similar to MI-50 but with a faster or thicker layer than the
50 km RM.

The other models in Fig. 7(b) (MIII-50, MIV-50, MV-50 and
MVI-50) show a clear bump in their vs,app profiles. Furthermore,
their profiles are nearly identical to the CM-REF profile for pe-
riods shorter than ∼5.6 s. The bump in velocity increases from
4.535 km s−1 to 4.8 km s−1 with the thickness of the upper NM
layer (13 km to 93 km). Furthermore, its maximum lies at longer
periods the deeper the location of the LVL. The velocities at periods
longer than 16 s increase with the depth of the LVL. Despite a larger
maximum velocity, the MVI-50 profile has a similar appearance as
the CM-REF profile. This indicates a possible trade-off between
the depth of the LVL and the uppermost mantle velocity. It might
therefore be explained by a model with a higher mantle velocity and
no LVL if this would be observed for real (noisy) data (Supporting
Information Fig. S2).

At last, we tested the influence of a LVL in the mantle at a depth
of 30 km b.s.f. for different layer thickness (1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and
100 km; models MIV-1, MIV-5, MIV-10, MIV-20, MIV-50, MIV-
100, Table 3 and Fig. 7c). The appearance of all tested models in
Fig. 7(c) is similar to the models MIII-50, MIV-50, MV-50 and
MVI-50 discussed before. All profiles show a similar behaviour to
the reference model CM-REF for periods shorter than ∼5.6 s. The
appearance of the bump in velocity differs. For the models MIV-1
and MIV-5, the profiles are nearly identical to the reference model
CM-REF. The profiles of the other four models (MIV-10, MIV-20,
MIV-50 and MIV-100) mainly differ in the decrease in velocity
with increasing thickness of the LVL for periods longer than ∼ 12 s
(Fig. 7c).

In conclusion, a thin crustal LVL can be detected in the upper and
middle crust, but not in the lower crust (Fig. 7a). A thin fast velocity
layer or LVL in the uppermost mantle has only minor influence on
the vs,app profile. A clear influence on the vs,app profile is visible for
thicker (>10 km) fast and LVL above ∼50 km b.s.f.

4.5 Summary of synthetic tests

We conclude that the overall appearance of the vs,app profile gives an
indication of the number of layers which should be used to model the
profile. The method is able to resolve either an increase or a decrease
in the S-wave velocity (e.g. Figs 4 and 7) and it is sensitive to the
thickness of the layers (e.g. Figs 5 and 7). Furthermore, we find that
the water depth has only a minor influence on the appearance of the
vs,app profile (Fig. 6). A 1 km thick LVL with 10 per cent reduced
crustal velocities and densities is detectable in the upper and middle
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Figure 8. Layout and location of the OBS array. The bathymetry (EMEPC,
Task Group for the Extension of the Continental Shelf) is indicated by the
colour. The OBS positions are marked with triangles. Station D05 had two
clamped components and is not used in the analysis. The distance to the
Gloria fault along an N-S profile is given by the white line. The location of
the OBS array and the Eurasian–African plate boundary (Gloria Fault, Bird
2003) is shown on the inset map.

crust (0–3 km b.s.f., model CI and CII), but it has only a minor
influence on the appearance of the vs,app profile if it is located in the
lower crust (7 km b.s.f., model CIII). A small influence on the vs,app

profiles is also observable for thin (<10 km) fast velocity layers
(e.g. MII-50) or LVL (e.g. MIV-1 and MIV-5) in the uppermost
mantle but likely remains undetected if the data are not compared
to those of undisturbed regions. The appearance of the vs,app profile
is clearly influenced by LVL or fast velocity layers which are at
least a few tens of kilometres thick (e.g. MIV-20, MIV-50). We
also find that a 50 km thick LVL with 10 per cent reduced mantle
velocities and densities has an influence on the appearance of the
vs,app profile if its interface to an upper layer (either NM or NOC) is
located at depths above ∼50 km b.s.f. (e.g. MI-50, MV-50). On the
other hand, it should be noted that the search for a velocity model
which explains a given vs,app profile is non-unique (e.g. similarity
of CIII and CM-REF) due to the trade-off between S-wave velocity
and layer thickness. In the following section, we present the vs,app

profiles for real OBS data in the Eastern Mid Atlantic and describe
a quantitative modelling approach to determine S-wave velocity-
depth models which is designed based on the conclusion drawn in
this section and the obtained vs,app profiles of the real data.

5 A P P L I C AT I O N T O R E A L DATA

5.1 Data

Within the DOCTAR project (Deep OCean Test ARray), twelve
broad-band OBSs were deployed in the Eastern Mid Atlantic (Fig. 8)
approximately 60 km to 135 km North of the Gloria Fault which is
part of the Eurasian–African plate boundary (Bird 2003).

The stations recorded seismometer and hydrophone data from
July 2011 until April 2012. The array had an aperture of ∼75 km

and was located in 4.5 km to 5.5 km water depth. One of the twelve
stations had two clamped components (filled red triangle in Fig. 8,
Hannemann et al. 2014), therefore we do not use the data from this
station for our analysis. The data are time corrected (Hannemann
et al. 2014) and the horizontal components are oriented by using
P phases and Rayleigh phases (Stachnik et al. 2012; Sumy et al.
2015) of know teleseismic events.

For the analysis, we exclude all events for which a strong reso-
nance with periods between 0.5 to 4 s (depending on the station,
Figs 9a–c for station D03) is observed and for which this reso-
nance has a clear influence on the estimated polarization angle (e.g.
Fig. 9d). The observed resonance has a specific period range for
each station which can also be identified in the probabilistic power
spectral density (PPSD) of all three components by elevated am-
plitudes (Figs 9a–c at ∼3 s for station D03). We think that this
resonance is related to the sedimentary cover in which wave energy
is trapped. The resonance is triggered by ambient noise as well as
body waves (compare Figs 9d and e before and after the P-wave
arrival). Furthermore, an incoming P-wave at station D03 initially
results in a resonance signal on the Z and the R component. Ap-
proximately 9 s later, an increasing resonance is observed on the
T component (Fig. 9e). It is beyond the scope of this study to fur-
ther describe or analyse this phenomenon. We only analyse events
and period ranges for which the earthquake signal is visible in the
recordings and stronger than the resonance signal. We also exclude
all periods shorter than the corner period of the event recording
from the analysis.

We use one to five events at the different stations and analyse
in total 33 events at all stations (Tables 5 and 6 and Fig. 10). We
choose the window length for the deconvolution for the (Z, R) RFs
for each event based on the quality of the recorded signal. For the
damping parameter of the Wiener filter, we use 0.01. Furthermore,
we include all apparent P-wave incidence angle measurements in
the analysis, for which the SNR on ZRF and RRF is larger than 4
(signal time window [−10 s, 10 s] and noise time window [−55 s,
−25 s] relative to the direct P spike). We select the weight wn in eq.
(11) to be the SNR on RRF.

It is likely that serpentinite is present in either the oceanic crust or
mantle close to a major transform fault like the Gloria fault (White
et al. 1992). Therefore, we do not put any constrains on vp/vs ratios
by using the grid search presented in Section 4 rather than the root
search to estimate the median vs,app profiles shown in Fig. 10. We
use the period range between 0.5 and 16.0 s for the analysis, because
of the band limited nature of the earthquake signals and a known
high self-noise level of the used instruments for periods longer
than 10 s (Stähler et al. 2016, and Figs 9a–c). In order to show
the variability of the results, we obtain the vs,app profiles for each
event (Tables 5 and 6) and each tested density ρ1 (1.0–6.0 g cm−3

in 0.1 g cm−3 steps). We define a grid with cells centred at all
used corner periods Tl and all possible apparent S-wave velocities
vs,app and count the crossings (hits) of all vs,app profiles for each
grid cell (grey-scale plots in Fig. 10). This visualization gives the
opportunity to get an idea about the uncertainties of the obtained
result. We observe that the real data estimates for vs,app often show
a multimodal distribution for each period Tl which represents the
individual events. Therefore, the median profile of the total misfit
and the weighted hit-count of the individual event’s estimates are, in
our opinion, a better representation of the result and its uncertainties
than the mean and its standard deviation.

The S-wave velocities of NOC and NM are given by the dashed
grey lines in Fig. 10. This shows that for the majority of the
OBS (except D07 and D10, Figs 10f and i) the shorter periods
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1806 K. Hannemann et al.

Figure 9. (a) Probabilistic power spectral density (PPSD; McNamara & Buland 2004) for vertical component (HHZ) of station D03 for recording period of 10
months. New High and Low Noise Model (Peterson 1993) is shown in grey. (b) Same as (a), but for not oriented horizontal component HH3. (c) Same as (a),
but for not oriented horizontal component HH4. (d) Data example for event #7 at station D03 which has not been used in the following analysis. From bottom
to top, the three traces for raw data (in counts), filtered data (in counts, bandpass 2 s to 5 s) and the low-pass filtered (3 s) receiver functions (normalized to P
peak on Z) are shown. (e) Same as (d), but for event #8 which has been used in the following analysis.

Table 6. Events (Table 5) used at single stations for analysis of P-wave
polarization and as presented in Fig. 10.

# D01 D02 D03 D04 D06 D07 D08 D09 D10 D11 D12

1 X X X X
2 X
3 X X
4 X X X X X X X
5 X
6 X
7 X X X
8 X X X X X X X X
9 X X X
10 X X
11 X
Total 1 3 4 3 5 4 5 1 3 3 1

show smaller velocities than NOC. On the other hand, S-wave ve-
locities similar or larger than NM are observed at longer periods
(Fig. 10). Station D09 (Fig. 10h) has a data set which is limited to the
period range 0.5–8 s. At station D07 (Fig. 10f), the longer periods
(>4 s) might be biased by noise (compare Supporting Information
Fig. S2). The vs,app profiles of single events at station D11 (Fig. 10j)
show S-wave velocities close to and larger than mantle S-wave ve-
locities at longer periods (>4 s) which might be an indication for a
different influence of noise on the single events. At stations D06,
D08 and D10, the median vs,app profile is dominated by different
events (Figs 10e, g and i). This leads to a kink in the vs,app profile
at station D08 (∼4 s, Fig. 10g). At station D06, we observe a jump
from vs,app which are larger than mantle S-wave velocities to veloc-
ities similar to crustal S-wave velocities (∼4 s, Fig. 10e). A small
jump from vs,app which are larger than crustal S-wave velocities to
crustal S wave velocities is visible at station D10 (∼0.7 s, Fig. 10i).

Overall, the vs,app profiles can be divided into two groups: those
which have a continuous appearance (D01-D04, D09, D10, D12,
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Oceanic lithospheric vs from the analysis of ϕ p 1807

Figure 10. Weighted hit-counts of vs,app profiles and median profiles of total misfit (eq. 11) for real data. We used the weights wn which were applied to form
the total misfit to estimate the weighted hit-counts. Station names are given in bold and number of events in normal font. The specific events are given in
Tables 5 and 6. The S-wave velocities of normal oceanic crust (NOC) and normal mantle (NM) are marked with grey dashed lines.
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1808 K. Hannemann et al.

Figs 10a–d, h, i, k) and those which have jumps and kinks (D06,
D08 and D11, Figs 10e, g and j) or are probably influenced by noise
at longer periods (D07, Fig. 10f).

5.2 Quantitative modelling approach

In this section, we develop a quantitative modelling approach based
on the observation made for the vs,app profiles in the previous sec-
tion (Fig. 10) and the conclusions drawn from the synthetic tests
(Figs 4–7). In order to reduce the number of forward models needed,
we use a unified water depth of 5.05 km as we saw that in the deep
ocean the water depth has only a minor influence on the appearance
of the vs,app profiles (Fig. 6a). For the solid part of the model, we
conclude from the vs,app profiles of most of the OBS which have
slower velocities than NOC at short periods that at least three solid
layers above PREM b.s.f. are needed for the quantitative modelling.
These layers represent sediment, crust and uppermost mantle, and
we will search for the thickness of sediment (ds) and crust (total
crustal thickness d = dc + ds), as well as the S-wave velocities of all
three layers (sediment, vss; crust, vsc; uppermost mantle vsm). The
third solid layer (uppermost mantle) extends to a depth of 150 km
b.s.f at which PREM takes over.

The calculation of the synthetic seismograms is performed by
using the same source site model (PREM without ocean, Supporting
Information Fig. S1) as for the synthetic teleseismic tests (Figs 6
and 7). A double couple with the same properties as for the synthetic
tests in Figs 6 and 7 is chosen as source, but this time the source is
seen from a back azimuth of 229◦ in an epicentral distance of 72.1◦

which corresponds to event #8 of the analysed real data (Table 5).
We model the data by comparing the obtained median vs,app profiles
(ṽobs

s,app) to the profiles which are determined from the synthetic
seismograms (ṽsyn

s,app). Furthermore, we estimate whether the tested
model (ṽsyn

s,app) performs better or worse than a predefined reference
model (ṽref

s,app) in properly matching the real data results. For this
purpose, we define an objective function R which is the ratio of

the rms value of the weighted difference between ṽobs
s,app and ṽsyn

s,app

(rmsobs−syn) and the rms value of the weighted difference between
ṽobs

s,app and ṽref
s,app (rmsobs−ref).

R = rmsobs−syn

rmsobs−ref
=

√√√√√√√√

L∑
l=1

(
ṽobs

s,app(Tl ) − ṽ
syn
s,app(Tl )

)2 · wl

L∑
l=1

(
ṽobs

s,app(Tl ) − ṽref
s,app(Tl )

)2 · wl

(13)

The objective function R is calculated for L different corner peri-
ods Tl. The weights wl = w̃ · wp(Tl ) are the medians w̃ of the SNRR

values (wn in eq. 11) of the contributing measurements at period
Tl times an optional, individual weight for different period ranges
(wp(Tl), Fig. 11). The value for R is smaller than 1 if the median
vs,app profile of the current tested model matches ṽobs

s,app better than
ṽref

s,app. On the other hand, R is larger than 1 if the current tested model
performs worse than the reference model. We therefore search for
the minimum in R to find the best performing model.

In order to limit the number of model parameters, we fix the
vp/vs ratio ax and the density ρx which we need for the modelling
with QSEIS. The variable x refers to either sediment (s), crust (c) or
mantle (m). The densities ρx are estimated by using the Nafe-Drake
curve given by Brocher (2005) (eq. 12).

We choose a fine grid to sample our possible model space. We
vary the S-wave velocity of the sediment (vss) between 0.1 and
2 km s−1, the S-wave velocity of the crust (vsc) between 2.5 and
4.5 km s−1 and the S-wave velocity of the uppermost mantle (vsm)
between 4.0 and 6.0 km s−1 in steps of 0.1 km s−1 (Fig. 11). The
sediment thickness (ds) is varied between 0.1 and 1 km in steps of
0.1 km and the total crustal thickness (d) between 4 and 12 km in
0.5 km steps (Figs 11a and b). This results in nearly 1.5 million
models which need to be modelled and tested to sample the whole
5-D model space. To reduce the computational effort, we therefore
use the depth sensitivity of the vs,app profile for different period
ranges by employing a three step quantitative modelling, although

Figure 11. Illustration of the parameters and weighting used for the three step quantitative modelling approach. The parameter ranges are shown by red dashed
boxes. The weighting of the different period ranges are given in the inset figure. (a) First modelling step: Search for the S-wave velocity vsc and the thickness
ds of the sediment and the chosen weights wp(Tl) for this step. (b) Second modelling step: Search for the S-wave velocity of the mantle vsm and the total
thickness of the crust d and the weights wp(Tl) for this step. (c) Third modelling step: Search for the S-wave velocity of the crust vsc and the equally chosen
weights wp(Tl).
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Oceanic lithospheric vs from the analysis of ϕ p 1809

this approach might not be suited to sample the whole 5D model
space.

In the first step, we concentrate on the sedimentary layer and
vary its S-wave velocity vss and its thickness ds (0.1 km s−1 < vss

< 2 km s−1 in 0.1 km s−1 steps, 0.1 km<ds <1 km in 0.1 km
steps, Fig. 11a). The P-wave velocity vps is determined by using
an arbitrary vp/vs ratio as which is chosen in dependence on the
P-wave velocities of the WC (vpw, Table 1) and the NOC (vpc0,
Table 1):

as =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

4 + n if 4 · vss < vpw with n ∈ N ∧ n >
vpw

vss
− 4

4 if 4 · vss > vpw ∧ 4 · vss <
vpc0

2√
3 if 4 · vss >

vpc0

2

, (14)

in which the value n is a natural number. The density ρs is calculated
using eq. (12). The crustal and the mantle layer have the properties
of NOC and NM (Table 1) and the total crustal thickness d is set to
7 km. As reference model for estimating ṽref

s,app, we choose CM-REF
(Table 3) which has a 5.05 km thick WC, no sediment layer, a 7 km
thick NOC and an NM above PREM. We search for the minimum
in the objective function R(vss, ds) (eq. 13). We learned from the
results of the synthetic tests CI and CII (Fig. 7) that an LVL in the
upper crust influences mainly the shorter periods of the vs,app profile,
conclusively the weights wp(Tl) in eq. (13) for the individual period
ranges are chosen to be higher for shorter periods than for longer
periods (inset in Fig. 11a). The model resulting from the first step
is used as reference model in the next modelling step.

After determining the sediment properties, a natural procedure
would be to continue with the crustal velocity and thickness. Exam-
ining the vs,app profile of the model CI reveals that the period range
in which the crustal properties influence the appearance of the pro-
file is hard to isolate (Fig. 7a). On the other hand, the longer periods
are clearly influenced by the mantle properties (Figs 7b and c). The
second modelling step therefore focuses on the uppermost mantle
S-wave velocity vsm and the total crustal thickness d (4 km s−1 <

vsm < 6 km s−1 in 0.5 km s−1 steps, 4 km<d <12 km in 0.5 km
steps, Fig. 11b). The properties of the sedimentary layer (vss and
ds) are kept constant at the values estimated in the first modelling
step. We select higher weights wp(Tl) in eq. (13) for the longer
period range. Moreover, we give higher weights wp(Tl) in eq. (13)
to the shorter periods than the intermediate period range (inset in
Fig. 11b), because the properties of the sedimentary layer have been
determined in the first modelling step. The vp/vs ratio is am = 1.8
which is typical for oceanic mantle. Eq. (12) is used to estimate ρm.
The velocities and the density of the crust are kept at the values for
NOC (Table 1). Analogue to the first step, the minimum in the ob-
jective function R(vsm, d) (eq. 13) is searched and the corresponding
model serves as reference model for the next step of the modelling.

In the third and last step, we search for the crustal S-wave velocity
vsc (2.5 km s−1 < vsc < 4.5 km s−1 in 0.1 km s−1 steps, Fig. 11c). The
values for the S-wave velocities of the sediment vss and the mantle
vsm, as well as the thickness of the sediment ds and the total crustal
thickness d are kept constant at the values resulting from the first
two modelling steps. The weights wp(Tl) in eq. (13) are equal (inset
in Fig. 11c). The P-wave velocity of the crust is estimated by using a
standard vp/vs ratio of ac = √

3 and the density ρc is calculated by
using eq. (12). Similarly to the other steps, the minimum in R(vsc)
(eq. 13) is searched and the resulting model is the best performing
model for this quantitative modelling.

5.3 Results of quantitative modelling

The results of the single modelling steps described in Section 5.2 are
shown for station D03 as an example (Fig. 12). In the first step, as
described before, we search for the S-wave velocity of the sediment
vsc and its thickness ds by looking for the minimum in the objective
function R(vss, ds) (Fig. 12a). In case of station D03, this results in a
model with vss = 0.7 km s−1 and ds = 0.6 km (red cross in Fig. 12a)
which serves then as reference model for the next modelling step.

In the second step, we vary the mantle S-wave velocity vsm and
the total crustal thickness d (Fig. 12b). For station D03, the value of
R(vsm, d) is larger than one for all parameter combinations (Fig. 12b)
meaning that the reference model (ṽref

s,app) always performs better
than each tested model (ṽsyn

s,app). We therefore keep the model with
vss = 0.7 km s−1, ds = 0.6 km, vsm = 4.51 km s−1 and d = 7 km as
reference model for the last step of the modelling.

In the third step, we look for the crustal S-wave velocity vsc by
searching the minimum in R(vsc) (Fig. 12c). The result, which is
found for R(vsc) slightly below 1, gives the best performing model
for station D03 (vss = 0.7 km s−1, ds = 0.6 km, vsm = 4.51 km s−1,
d = 7 km and vsc = 4.3 km s−1, Fig. 12c).

Instead of concentrating just on the minimum value of the ob-
jective function R (Rmin), we give an arbitrary range of R which
includes all models for which R < = Rmin + 0.1 (black lines in
Figs 12a–c) is valid in order to get an idea of the stability of the
gained results and the sharpness of the obtained minimum in R.
Moreover, we choose additional reference models to repeat step
two and three of the modelling. These models represent alternative
allowed parameter combinations in R(vss, ds) (e.g. yellow circles in
Fig. 12a) or R(vsm, d) (e.g. black cross in Fig. 12b). In the latter case,
they are sometimes chosen outside the Rmin + 0.1 range if R(vsm, d)
shows several areas with small values close to Rmin + 0.1. Further-
more, if the models with small R(vsm, d) values have high mantle
S-wave velocities (>5.5 km s−1) or a large total crustal thickness
(>10 km), we perform an additional test in the third modelling step
with a model which has NM properties and a total crustal thick-
ness of 7 km and the sedimentary properties resulting from step
one.

In order to get an idea about the variability of the obtained models
and to present all models at once, we compare all vsyn

s,app profiles
of all models which met the criteria R < = Rmin + 0.1 for each
step of the quantitative modelling to the real data vobs

s,app profile
with equal weights in all period ranges. For this comparison, the
objective function R (eq. 13) is calculated by using the model CM-
REF (5.05 km WC, 7 km NOC and NM above PREM) as reference
model. The resulting value of R is used to calculate a weighting
factor (1 − R) for a weighted hit-count of the used velocity models.
For the visualization (Fig. 12d), we additionally weight the different
layers according to the different period ranges (insets in Fig. 11),
for example, for a model, which results from the first step of the
quantitative modelling, the sediment layer is weighted with 20 as
for the period range from 0.5 to 2 s, the crust with 10 as for the
period range from 2 to 4 s and the mantle with 1 as for the period
range from 4 to 16 s. The models resulting from the other steps
are treated in a similar way. This procedure is applied to reduce the
biasing effect of models with NM and NOC properties in the first
two steps on the hit count. The red dash-dot line in Fig. 12(d) shows
the model with vss = 0.7 km s−1, ds = 0.6 km, vsm = 4.51 km s−1,
d = 7 km and vsc = 4.3 km s−1 (Table 7) which has the smallest
value of R(vsc) in Fig. 12(c). Furthermore, we utilize the weighting
factor (1 − R) to estimate the weighted hit-count of the vs,app profiles
(Fig. 12e).
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1810 K. Hannemann et al.

Figure 12. Example for modelling steps for station D03: (a) Ratio R (eq. 13) shown in dependence on sediment S-wave velocity vss and thickness ds. The
reference model is CM-REF (Table 3). The model with the smallest value of R (Rmin) is marked with a red cross. Additional models tested in step 2 are marked
with yellow circles. The area with R < = Rmin + 0.1 is outlined with black. (b) Ratio R is shown in dependence on mantle S-wave velocity vsm and total crustal
thickness d, the best fitting model of step one is chosen as reference model (red cross in panel a, vss = 0.7 km s−1 and ds = 0.6 km). The cross marks Rmin and
the area with R < = Rmin + 0.1 has a black contour. (c) Ratio R is shown in dependence on crustal S-wave velocity vsc, the best fitting model of step one is
chosen as reference model (red cross in panel a, vss = 0.7 km s−1, ds = 0.6 km, vsm = 4.51 km s−1 and d = 7 km). The red cross marks Rmin and R = Rmin

+ 0.1 is indicated by a black line. (d) Weighted hit-count of the velocity models resulting from all chosen reference models for all three steps (38 in total, 36
for all reference models with R < Rmin + 0.1). The best performing model with smallest value R(vsc) in (c) is shown as red dash-dot line (vss = 0.7 km s−1,
ds = 0.6 km, vsm = 4.51 km s−1, d = 7 km and vsc = 4.3 km s−1). (e) Weighted hit-count of corresponding vs,app profiles for all models in (d) in comparison
to real data (orange dash-dot line). The S-wave velocities of normal oceanic crust (NOC) and normal mantle (NM) are given as grey dashed lines in (d) and (e).

It is clear by comparing Figs 12(a) and (b) that if more models
are lying within the R < Rmin + 0.1 area, the minimum in the ratio R
is less sharp. If a smaller number of models fulfils this requirement,
the resulting velocity models can be regarded as better constrained
by the available data. The total number of models estimated for
station D03 is 38. This number includes 36 models which result
from choosing reference models in step one and two within the
R < Rmin + 0.1 range and 2 models which result from an additional
reference model chosen in step two from a separate area in R with
small R values close to the R < Rmin + 0.1 range.

We repeat all three steps of the modelling for each station (Fig. 10)
and present the obtained results (velocity models and their corre-

sponding vs,app profiles, as well as number of models) in Fig. 13 and
the parameters of the best performing models in Table 7.

6 D I S C U S S I O N

6.1 Discussion of quantitative modelling results

The best performing models at most stations show three distinct
solid layers (Figs 12d and 13). The stations D03 and D09 are ex-
ceptions to this overall trend. At these stations the crustal and the
mantle S-wave velocities are quite similar (Figs 12d and 13g). For
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Table 7. Model parameters for best performing models for
each station as presented in Figs 12 and 13: S-wave veloc-
ity of sediment vss, mantle vsm and crust vsc, and sediment
thickness ds and total crustal thickness d. Poorly resolved
model parameters are indicated by an asterisk.

Station vss ds vsm d vsc

D01 1.2 0.8 5.3 4.5 3.5
D02 1.0 0.7 5.2 7.0 3.75
D03 0.7 0.6 4.51 7.0 4.3
D04 1.2 0.8 4.8 5.0 4.1
D06 0.9 0.4 5.3 10.0* 3.8
D07 1.4 0.3 5.9* 5.5 4.1
D08 0.8 0.3 4.7 9.0* 3.6
D09 1.0 0.7 4.0* 7.0 3.9
D10 1.4* 0.3* 5.0 6.5 3.75
D11 1.2 0.9 5.5* 4.0 3.7
D12 0.9 0.8 4.6 5.5 3.75

station D03, we have a crustal S-wave velocity of 4.3 km s−1 which
is closer to typical mantle S-wave velocities. The weighted hit-count
plot for all models within the R < Rmin + 0.1 range (Fig. 12d) shows
that the crustal S-wave velocity varies between 3.5 and 4.3 km s−1

and the mantle S-wave velocity lies in the range of 4.5–4.9 km s−1.
The velocities of the best performing velocity model therefore rep-
resent the fastest crustal and the slowest mantle S-wave velocities
at station D03. On the other hand, we get a mantle S-wave velocity
of 4.0 km s−1 for station D09 which is closer to a typical oceanic
crustal velocity (Fig. 13g). This can be explained by the fact that for
station D09, our result only relies on a vs,app profile obtained from a
single event in the period range between 0.5 and 8 s. It therefore is
possible that the data set at station D09 is insufficient to constrain
the uppermost mantle S-wave velocity at this station and just the
sedimentary and crustal S-wave velocity are properly estimated.

At the stations D07 and D11, we probably observe the influence of
noise on the longer periods (>4 s) of the median vs,app profiles which
leads to either higher vs,app estimates (D07, Fig. 10f) or different
velocity estimates for individual events (D11, Fig. 10j). In both
cases, the influence of noise on the longer periods (>4 s) probably
causes that the uppermost mantle S-wave velocities estimated by
the quantitative modelling are rather high (Figs 13e and i).

The median vs,app profiles at stations D06 and D08 show kinks and
jumps at ∼4 s. The discontinuity in the profiles probably leads to bi-
ased estimates of the total crustal thickness. This becomes evident
considering that at both station, models with large crustal thick-
nesses (9–10 km, Figs 13d and f) are favoured by the quantitative
modelling.

Station D10 also shows a jump in its median vs,app profile at
0.7 s (Fig. 10i) which is rather small compared to station D06. An
influence on the estimated sedimentary model parameters might
be possible. The overall appearance of the short periods (<2 s)
of the vs,app profiles at station D10 and D07 are similar and also
the obtained sedimentary model parameters are in good agreement
(Figs 13e and h), which indicates only a minor influence of the dis-
continuous vs,app profile at station D10 on the obtained sedimentary
models.

At station D04, the comparison of the median vs,app profile and
the modelled profiles shows slightly higher velocities in the period
range between 2 and 4 s for the real data (Fig. 13c). These elevated
velocities are probably related to the effect of the before mentioned
resonance. Nevertheless, the good resemblance of the asymptotic
behaviour of the median vs,app profile at the short and long periods

by the modelled profiles (Fig. 13c) assures us that the obtained
models are reliable.

In order to consider all discussed effects at the single stations,
poorly resolved model parameters are indicated by either superim-
posed grey shadings in Fig. 14 or lighter colours in Fig. 15.

In Fig. 14, we present an N–S and a W–E profile in which the
best performing models are shown as columns. The sediment layers
can be divided into two groups. The first group has a thickness
between 0.3 km and 0.4 km (D06, D07, D08, D10) and the second
between 0.6 km and 0.9 km (Fig. 14 and Table 7). The S-wave
velocities in the sediments vary between 0.7 and 1.4 km s−1 (second
layer in Fig. 14). We observe no clear correlation between water
depth or location and sediment thickness or S-wave velocity. The
different sediment thicknesses and varying S-wave velocities might
be related to a rough basement topography with sediment filled
depressions as can be seen on analogue seismic recordings of the
area under investigation which were recorded in 1969 (NOAA World
Data Service for Geophysics, Marine Seismic Reflection, Survey
ID V2707, ngdc.noaa.gov). Moreover, we can relate the resonance
observed at the OBS to the properties of the sedimentary layer. If
we take the sediment thickness ds = 0.6 km and the sediment S-
wave velocity vss = 0.7 km s−1 at station D03 and a relation for the
resonance frequency of sediments fr = vss/(4 · ds) (Parolai et al.
2002), we get a resonance period of 3.4 s which is similar to the
observed period of the resonance at station D03 (∼3 s, Fig. 9). The
periods obtained for the other stations also agree quite well with the
observed periods of the resonance at each station.

The uppermost mantle S-wave velocities vsm clearly decrease
towards the South (lower layer in Figs 14 and 15a). In Fig. 15(a),
we present all estimated vsm which fulfil the criteria R < Rmin +
0.1 in the second step of the quantitative modelling. Assuming
a linear trend gives a decrease of ∼23 m s−1 per km along the
N–S profile. We interpret this decrease in uppermost mantle S-wave
velocity as the influence of the Gloria Fault which lies South of
the OBS array (Fig. 8). This decrease might be related to either
biasing effects of anisotropy or out of plane arrivals, or changes
in rheology, hydration or melt fraction. The azimuthal coverage
of our data is too limited to allow any conclusions whether the
observed decrease in S-wave velocity towards the fault is caused by
anisotropy which might be present close to a major plate boundary
like the Gloria fault (e.g. San Andreas fault, Ozacar & Zandt 2009).
Furthermore, we exclude any influence by out of plane arrivals
due to the small deviations (<3◦) in back azimuth of the analysed
events from theoretical values identified using a frequency-wave
number analysis (Rost & Thomas 2002) on the vertical components
of the OBS, and the similar results of the orientations using P-
wave polarization and Rayleigh wave characteristics (Stachnik et al.
2012). On the other hand, a reduction in the S-velocity can also be
caused by partial melt, different water contents, serpentinization or a
change in grain sizes (Horen et al. 1996; Jung 2001; Faul & Jackson
2005; Stixrude & Lithgow-Bertelloni 2005; Karato 2012). Karato
(2012) suggests that the amount of partial melt generated away from
mid-ocean ridges is small and that the seismic velocity reduction
due to small amounts of melt (<0.1 per cent) is small if grain
boundaries are not completely wetted by the melt. In the vicinity
of the Gloria Fault, fractures can be generated which can serve as
pathways for the seawater to penetrate the oceanic lithosphere. This
can change the fabric of the mantle minerals (Jung 2001) or leads
to serpentinization (Fryer 2002). Both processes result in lower
seismic velocities (Horen et al. 1996; Jung 2001). Fryer (2002)
(and references therein) also gives an example in which the degree
of serpentinization increases towards a shear zone, in-line with our
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Figure 13. Weighted hit-count for velocity models and their corresponding vs,app profiles for all stations besides D03. Same as Figs 12(d) and (e). Station
names are given in bold. The number of models for which R < Rmin + 0.1 is valid is given for each station: those with reference models which fulfil R < Rmin

+ 0.1 in the previous modelling step and in brackets those for all used reference models.
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Figure 14. S-wave velocity depth profiles in (a) N–S and (b) W–E directions for best performing models as presented in Figs 12(e) and 13. Models are labelled
with station names and water depth are taken from the ship echo-sounder. Poorly resolved model parameters mainly influenced by noise are superimposed with
grey overlays.

observation of decreasing velocities towards the plate boundary
(Horen et al. 1996). Another common feature of shear zones is the
reduction of grain size in high shear strain areas by the formation
of mylonites (Bürgmann & Dresen 2008). The grain size reduction
causes a decrease in the shear modulus which is directly related
to a decrease in seismic velocities (Faul & Jackson 2005). This
effect may be a direct indication of an increase in shear strain in
the direction of the plate boundary (Bürgmann & Dresen 2008). In
conclusion, the observed velocity decrease towards the Gloria Fault
probably results from the combined effects of serpentinization, an
increase in water content and grain size reduction towards the fault.
The serpentinization is probably the strongest of all effects discussed
here, because of the abundance of serpentinite close to fractures in
the oceanic crust and mantle (White et al. 1992).

The crustal S-wave velocities vsc (third layer in Fig. 14) are quite
similar across the array (3.5–4.3 km s−1). The total crustal thick-
ness d varies for most stations between 4 and 7 km and shows larger
values at station D08 (9 km) and D06 (10 km). The thickness d
shows no clear trend from the western to the eastern end of the ar-
ray (Fig. 14). This behaviour is reasonable given that the difference
in the crustal ages between the western station D10 (∼76.4 Ma,
Müller et al. 2008) and the eastern station D12 (∼82.9 Ma, Müller
et al. 2008) are quite small. In contrast, we observe a possible slight

increase in the total crustal thickness towards the South, that is,
towards the Gloria Fault (grey dashed line in Fig. 15b and Fig. 8)
although the differences in crustal age are similar to the W-E direc-
tion. In Fig. 15(b), all total crustal thicknesses d, which fulfil the
criteria R < Rmin + 0.1 in step two of the quantitative modelling,
are shown as a function of distance along the N-S profile. The weak
trend is still visible, although station D06 shows larger thicknesses
than would be expected by the weak trend and station D09 has a
large scatter in the estimated thickness. In the bathymetry (Fig. 8),
nearly NE-SW striking bathymetric heights are visible which are an
evidence for the known transpression in this region (Zitellini et al.
2009, fig. 6). This mechanism leads to a shortening in the crust
which is larger in the vicinity of the fault. We interpret the gradual
thickening of the estimated crustal thickness from N to S with the
gradual shortening of the crust towards the Gloria fault.

6.2 Discussion of method

The proposed method relies on the proper estimation of the apparent
P-wave incidence angle using RF which implies that data quality is
essential especially in case of OBS at which only few event record-
ings are available (Webb 1998). In order to exclude recordings or
period ranges which are highly influenced by noise or resonance
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Figure 15. Estimated model parameters of second modelling step along N–
S profile (Figs 11b and 14a) and against distance towards Gloria fault. All
models fulfil R < Rmin in the second quantitative modelling step. Analysing
the parameters by assuming a linear trend gives the grey dashed lines. Poorly
resolved model parameters are shown in lighter colours. (a) Uppermost
mantle S-wave velocity vsm. (b) Total crustal thickness d.

effects (e.g. Fig. 9), a careful data review is necessary. Some vs,app

profiles might be still influenced by noise especially at long periods
(e.g. D07, >4 s, Fig. 10f and Supporting Information Fig. S2) or
by resonance effects at intermediate periods (D04, Fig. 10d). This
needs to be considered during the interpretation of modelling re-
sults. Moreover, we notice that the behaviour of the vs,app at longer
periods might be influenced by long period global phases (e.g. W
phase, Kanamori 1993) or whether the deconvolution filter is cor-
rectly determined at these periods which is influenced by the Wiener
filter parameters (Supporting Information Fig. S3). To ensure that
apparent P-wave incidence angle measurement with a sufficient
data quality are considered, we employ the SNR of the RF as crite-
ria to select the data (SNR>4 at ZRF and RRF) and as weighting in
eqs (11) and (13).

We also have to consider the corner period of the event’s source
spectrum and exclude all periods shorter than the event’s corner
period from the analysis. Additionally, the effect of the employed
filter on the P spike might have an influence on the appearance of
the vs,app profile. Both, the P spike of a RF and the impulse response
of a forward and backward applied low pass filter can be regarded
as having a similar bell shape like a Gaussian function. Keeping
this in mind, the convolution of a P spike with a corner period
Tcp and an impulse response of a zero phase low pass filter with
a corner period Tcf would result in a signal with an actual corner

period T 2
ca = T 2

cp + T 2
c f . This effect is important for actual corner

periods Tca smaller than 2–3 times Tcp. We tested the correction
of the corner periods for our first quantitative modelling step and
found similar results as presented in Section 5. We conclude from
this that the corner periods of the real and the synthetic data are
similar enough that the effect of the filtering can be considered to
be the same and therefore has not to be corrected.

In our case, all used ZRF have an approximate bell shape. If an
observed ZRF would oscillate and deviate from a simple bell shape,
the quantitative modelling presented here can still be applied by
convolving the modelled RF with the observed ZRF (Schiffer et al.
2015) before applying the low pass filters and comparing the vs,app

profiles.
We use an arbitrary vp/vs ratio for all three steps in the quan-

titative modelling of the OBS data (eq. 14 for the sediments,
vp/vs = √

3 for the crust and vp/vs = 1.8 for the mantle) to es-
timate the P-wave velocity vp and the density ρ. If we replace
our vp/vs ratio for the sediments (eq. 14) with the mud-rock line
(vp = 1.16 · vs + 1.36, Castagna et al. 1985), the obtained results for
the first step of the quantitative modelling are similar to the results
presented here. This underlines that the apparent P-wave incidence
angle ϕ p is independent of the P-wave velocity vp of the ocean
bottom which was already indicated by our relation in eq. (10), and
the weak dependence of ϕ p on the density ρ of the ocean bottom as
already shown in Section 4.

7 C O N C LU S I O N A N D O U T L O O K

We derive the relations for the apparent P-wave incidence angle
at the ocean bottom in dependence on the elastic parameters, the
different reflection and refraction angles (eq. 9) and the slowness
(eq. 10), respectively. The second relation reveals that the appar-
ent P-wave incidence angle is independent of the P-wave veloc-
ity of the ocean bottom and theoretically depends on the apparent
half-space S-wave velocity and the density of the ocean bottom.
We show by employing synthetic half-space velocity models that
the dependence on the S-wave velocity is much stronger than on
the density (Fig. 3). Moreover, we observe a clear dependence
of the obtained apparent S-wave velocities on the corner periods
of the used low pass filters (Fig. 4). This confirms the hypothesis of
Phinney (1964) that obtained seismic velocities from the analysis
of the P-wave polarization depend on the used period range. Fur-
thermore, it is in good agreement with the observations made for
land stations by Svenningsen & Jacobsen (2007) and Kieling et al.
(2011). The investigation of the influence of different parameters of
a layered subsurface model on the appearance of the vs,app profiles
leads to the conclusion that a velocity increase and decrease can be
identified and that the observed ‘overshoot’ in the vs,app profiles is
influenced by the layer thickness. Moreover, the vs,app profiles show
the tendency that the shorter periods converge towards the velocity
of the uppermost layers and the longer periods toward the velocity
of deeper layers. Besides a small influence of the water depth on the
appearance of the vs,app profiles, we find that the removal of water
multiples might be useful for water depth shallower than ∼1 km
(Fig. 6; Osen et al. 1999; Thorwart & Dahm 2005) in order to pre-
vent a distortion of the obtained results. We find from our synthetic
test that the uppermost mantle shear wave velocity can be identified.
However, LVLs deeper than 50 km are hardly resolvable (Fig 7).

We analyse OBS data which were recorded in the Eastern Mid
Atlantic ∼60 to 135 km North of the Gloria fault. We use a
grid search for S-wave velocities in a layered Earth model for the
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quantitative modelling of the real ocean bottom data. Additionally,
we identify a resonance signal with dominant periods between 0.5
and 4 s as a main reason for amplitude distortions and therefore er-
roneous apparent P-wave incidence angles. Events showing a clear
influence of this resonance phenomenon on the obtained angles are
removed from the analysis.

Overall, we find that models consisting of three solid layers (sedi-
ment, crust and uppermost mantle) over PREM b.s.f. are well suited
to model the real data. The sediments can be grouped in two thick-
ness ranges (0.3–0.4 km and 0.6–0.9 km), there is no water depth
dependency which is in good agreement to known seismic profiles
of the area. Furthermore, we find that the uppermost mantle shear
wave velocity decreases towards the Gloria Fault. Additionally, we
observe a crustal thickening towards the fault which agrees well with
the known transpressive character of the plate boundary (Zitellini
et al. 2009). We suggest that the decrease in uppermost mantle shear
velocity and the crustal thickening towards the fault is deformation
related.

The presented method of S-wave velocity estimation using P-
wave polarization can be combined with surface wave methods
and/or RFs in a joint inversion (e.g. Du & Fougler 1999; Julià et al.
2000; Schiffer et al. 2015) in order to better constrain the estimated
model parameters. The obtained S-wave velocities can also be useful
for further analysis of the experimental area. RFs can be used to
estimate Moho depth and the vp/vs ratio of the crust by employing
an amplitude stack of the direct crustal phase and its multiples (Zhu
& Kanamori 2000). Usually, the needed delay times of the direct
phase and the multiples are calculated by giving a P-wave velocity
for the crust. An alternative approach might be that the obtained
S-wave velocities of the apparent P-wave incidence angle analysis
are used instead of an arbitrary P-wave velocity.

In conclusion, the proposed method is usable for single station
estimates of the local S-wave velocity structure beneath the ocean
bottom. The implementation of the method is easy and the process-
ing is performed in two steps:

(1) measurement of apparent P-wave incidence angles in differ-
ent period ranges for real and synthetic data;

(2) comparison of determined apparent S-wave velocity profiles
for real and synthetic data.

The second step leads to the estimation of S-wave velocity-depth
models.
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S U P P O RT I N G I N F O R M AT I O N

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this paper:

Figure S1. Global velocity model used for synthetic seismograms
(teleseismic case). The model is split into a source and a re-
ceiver model. The source model is continental PREM (dashed lines,
Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). Here, we present a possible receiver
model above 155.05 km depth with the CRUST 1.0 model for the
location 38.5◦N and −18.5◦E (solid lines, Laske et al. 2013).
Figure S2. Test for influence of 5 per cent noise on the appearance
of vs,app profiles for the synthetic model CM-REF. The spectral
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appearance of the noise was fitted to the actual noise spectrum
using the sum of a low pass filtered (0.02 Hz, order 1) and band
pass filtered (0.2–0.5 Hz, order 2) random noise. The grey dots show
the results of 300 trails. The blue curve shows the vs,app profile for
the undisturbed CM-REF data. The yellow curve shows the mean
and the orange the median of all estimates.
Figure S3. Test for influence of Wiener filter parameter (deconvo-
lution time window length and damping parameter) on the appear-
ance of vs,app profiles. The colours indicate the damping parameter.

(a)–(e) Grid search results for deconvolution time window length
between 30 and 230 s.
(http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gji/
ggw342/-/DC1)
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